The Guy R Cook Report
episode for today is the wrap
up of the previous week's
episodes of The Guy R Cook
Report thanks to the patrons
for supporting us and let's get
to it on Monday we talked
about losing Pinterest
followers now they come to
find out it wasn't really
followers we're losing and let's
look at that links some more to get the details on that go to The Guy R Cook
Report dot podbean dot com that'll make it happen get you to the show notes
the ways to win on Pinterest was the top topic for Tuesday and that one is if
you're looking at other channels other venues with some great statistics you
might explore Pinterest the infographics with canva was in episode one of the
social media content ideas that I handed out from time to time is to create an
infographic well canva could make that real real easy to do and there's the
video and it shows you how to do that I think you're gonna like it how to get
a free business account on Pinterest the reason you want to get a free business
account is the stats the analytics afforded to the business account holders
they're awesome and then scrolling down the show notes you can see we're
available on Apple podcasts on tune-in on Google Play Music on Stitcher and
SoundCloud and where else or you can get the feed from pod bean if you
click on that link and you want to get the feed there's other episodes you can
get from The Guy R Cook Report just click on that link and so in order to
become a patron there's a little link down there on becoming a patron oh no,
now it's up at the top yeah you get a one dollar reward for being a patron so if
you're donating and the contribution is $1 a month and you get a dollar
reward hey do the math follow me on Twitter is a feed that we've got there on
the sidebar that shows the latest tweets that we've got the little avatar we've
got for Twitter's been updated to that little bird face and I think that the graph
here on the sides last week's episodes if you missed it another Friday wrap-up
maybe there was an episode you wanted to find out about Google
Authenticator okay well that's in there just take a look and so on that note I'm

gonna say you have a great weekend I appreciate you taking time out of your
day to listen.
It's a wrap

